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Lighting the Chalice Flame

There are no whole truths;
all truths are half-truths.
It is trying to treat them as whole truths
that plays the devil.	


— A. N. Whitehead



Introductions



The Class

n Introduction to Metaphysics, Process Philosophy, 
and Process Theology (

n So What? — Spiritual Practice (

n So What? — Stewardship and Justice Making 
(Feb. 18



 This 

n Primary sources are dense	

n Paradigm shift	

n Unfamiliar definitions	

n Language of logic (precise), not metaphor (poetic)	

n Redefines God as object to be experienced



Learning Together

n Evolutionary understanding	


n Relationships and encounters matter	


n Mutual influence



Metaphysics

n Definition: The effort to explain why and how 
things are	


n Source of the term: Aristotle’s editor	


n Philosophical enquiry (non-empirical)



Thales of 

n c. 620 — c. 546 BCE	


n First to describe a 
metaphysics not based on 
mythology	


n All things proceed from a 
common element (water)



Heraclitus of Ephesus

n c. 585 — c. 475 BCE	


n Change is constant	


n Everything is comprised of 
pairs of contrary 
properties (unity of 
opposites)



“No man ever steps in the same river twice”	


“Opposition brings concord. Out of discord 
comes the fairest harmony.”	


“This world, which is the same for all, no one 
of gods or men has made. But it always was 
and will be: an ever-living fire, with measures 
of it kindling, and measures going out.”	


— Heraclitus of Ephesus



n c. 469 — 399 BCE	


n What we observe is not 
real, rather the form of 
what we observe is real

Socrates



Plato

n c. 428 — 348 BCE	


n Yes, forms are real, and 
furthermore forms are 
unchanging



Aristotle

n c. 384 — 322 BCE	


n The forms are actual and 
matter has the potential to 
actualize a form



Alfred North Whitehead
n 1861 — 1947	


n Resigned Cambridge 
faculty in protest	


n Collaborated with 
Bertrand Russell in 
Principia Mathematica	


n Taught at Harvard from 
1924 



Whitehead’s Process Philosophy

Actual entities are occasions of experience that 
result from an ongoing process of becoming and 
perishing.	


A subject experiences objects (perishing actual 
entities and eternal entities) and determines an aim 
which is expressed as a new actual entity.	


Free will is expressed in determining the aim, and 
each entity is novel in an ever-evolving process.



Terminology & Concepts
n Actual entities (=Actual occasions)

n Objects of experience

n Eternal objects

n Concrescence	


n Aim	


n Positive and negative

n Conceptual prehension	


n Novelty	


n Objective immortality



Whitehead’s Process Philosophy

Actual entities are occasions of experience that 
result from an ongoing process of becoming and 
perishing.	


A subject experiences objects (perishing actual 
entities and eternal entities) and determines an aim 
which is expressed as a new actual entity.	


Free will is expressed in determining the aim, and 
each entity is novel in an ever-evolving process.



Concept of God

Actual, non-temporal entity with three unified, 
concrete natures:	


n Primordial Nature — sustains eternal objects	


n Consequent Nature — prehends perishing actual 
occasions	


n Superjective Nature — works to bring about good



Creativity

n Ultimate basis of the Universe	


n Actual occasions are self-creative and novel	


n Conditioned (but not fully determined) by:
    objective immortality
    eternal objects



Recapitulation and Comments

n Focus is on becoming, not on the actual entities.	


n Subjects prehend the nature of objects.	


n Subjects are contingent on objects, developing 
aims from them, rather than acting on them.	


n The past informs and constrains actual entities, but 
does not fully determine them.



n Subjects exercise free will to choose whether to 
include or exclude prehensions of objects in 
forming new aims.	


n The cosmos is evolving step-by-step, creating 
novelty with each actual occasion. The sequence is 
unpredictable.	


n Objective immortality and the concrescence of 
prehensions implies a radically relational universe.



“Footnotes to Plato”

n Thales — metaphysics independent of mythology	


n Heraclitus — change is constant, all is in flux	


n Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle — matter has the 
potential to actualize a form
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Process Theology



Henry Nelson Wieman

n 1884 — 1975	


n God is an object of our 
experience, not a 
supernatural being



“How can we interpret 
existence to create, sustain, save and transform 
toward the greatest good
and scientific technology can be applied to searching 
out and 
biological, psychological and social - which must 
be present for its most effective operation
operative presence in human existence can be called 
God...”	


— Henry Nelson Wieman	




n 1897 — 2000	


n Developed a theology 
using process thought as 
its foundation	


n The presumption of God’s 
omnipotence is a mistake 
in theology

Charles Hartshorne



Nature of God
n Profoundly relational	


n Changeable	


n Empathic	


n Power to influence	


n Panentheistic	


n Acts by allurement



Theodicy

How can evil exist if God is:	


n Omnipotent	


n Omniscient	


n Benevolent



I heard upon his dry dung heap
That man cry out who cannot sleep:
“If God is God He is not good,
If God is good He is not God
Take the even, take the odd,
I would not sleep here if I could
Except for the little green leaves in the wood
And the wind on the water.”	


—Archibald MacLeish (“J. B.”)	




Bernard Loomer
n 1912 — 1985	


n Stature is the breadth of 
reality one can embrace 
without losing one’s spiritual 
center	


n An ambiguous God has 
greater stature than an 
unambiguous deity	


n Jesus exemplifies large stature



Alan Franklin

n 1922 — 2010	


n Why do we need God in 
this?	


n Spirit of Love and Spirit of 
“Me First” in conflict



Implications of Process Theology

n Non-dualism	


n Relationships matter	


n Unity in diversity	


n Mutual transformation	


!

n Community matters	


n Forgiveness is possible	


n Jesus	


n Faith, Hope, and Love



UU Principles
We covenant to affirm and 
promote:	


n The inherent worth and dignity 
of every person;	


n Justice, equity and compassion in 
human relations;	


n Acceptance of one another and 
encouragement to spiritual 
growth in our congregations;	


n A free and responsible search for 
truth and meaning;	


n The right of conscience and the 
use of the democratic process 
within our congregations and in 
society at large;	


n The goal of world community 
with peace, liberty, and justice for 
all;	


n Respect for the interdependent 
web of all existence of which we 
are a part.



Theological House

Rebecca Parker



Homework

n Design a spiritual practice grounded in 
process theology.	


n Bring a piece of music, poem, scripture, 
art, dance, or ??? that reflects process 
theology for you. 



Resources posted here:
dfickeisen.wordpress.com

(click on the Process Theology tab)



Extinguishing the Chalice Flame

“All things, in all their aspects, consist exclusively 
of ‘souls,’ that is, of various kinds of subjects, or 
units of experiencing, with their qualifications, 
relations, and groupings, or communities.

— Charles Hartshorne

http://izquotes.com/quote/235223

